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 KEEP YOUR KIDS SAFE ON 
THE INTERNET

Technology and the internet connect people 
worlds apart, and for kids provides an 
opportunity to learn, explore, and socialize. 
But there are also dangers that come along 
with the internet.

With schools moving to digital learning, your 
kids may be spending more time online. Whether 
playing games, having classes or socializing with 
friends, they are in front of a screen more than 

normal. So, how do you ensure they are staying 
safe online? By talking to your kids, educating 
them, and putting safeguards in place, you can help 
them have safer digital experiences. 

Just like you would if your children were going 
to a friend’s house, it’s important to set some 
ground rules, be proactive, and keep the lines of 
communication open with everyone involved.

Set Ground Rules

• You may already have rules around device and internet use. Discuss how these new scenarios will 
affect your current rules and establish clear guidelines on which sites, apps, and downloads they can 
access.

• If your child is doing virtual learning, be sure to connect with their teacher and school to get the 
specifications of what software and platforms they will be using and familiarize yourself with them.

• Keep your kids on a schedule with their virtual learning and online activities so you know when and 
what they are doing. Be sure to include time away from devices in the schedule.

• Discuss the importance of never giving out identifying information such as name, address, 
neighborhood, and phone number online.

• Know that you may need to adjust device and online time limits to reflect your new environment.
• Have rules about where devices live and can be used – public parts of the house where you can 

easily monitor their activity. At bedtime have rules around turning off devices and not having them in 
bedrooms.

Brainstorm some ground rules that make sense for your family or situation. Include the kids in the conversation.
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Be Proactive

• If possible, connect with your children before, during, and after online use, just like you would if they
were going to school or to a friend’s house. Know who they will be with virtually, where they are
going virtually, and what they will be doing.

• Talk to them about the apps and services they use, and how they use them to communicate. Pay
attention to games and gaming systems, which often have online communication capabilities.
Chatting can be an enjoyable activity that accompanies digital fun and learning, but it requires
oversight and parental involvement.

• Online enticement happens across all platforms so ask questions, research, and be involved in your
kid’s online games and apps. Ask them to show you how they use them and do it together. For
example, make an Instagram Story with your kids – this way you learn how it works and can see what
they are doing on the app. You can also ask some questions based on this scenario – what would
they do if they saw an inappropriate video? Do they know where the report button is?

• Now that kids are not getting physical time with their friends, they may be livestreaming or video
chatting with friends and family. According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, livestreaming platforms gives access to millions of people at the touch of a button, including
individuals who may wish to harm children. These individuals are aware of the unique vulnerability
of children online and often entice children to undress, expose themselves on camera, engage in
sexual activity independently and with others (i.e. siblings, friends, pets) and engage in self-harming
behaviors. Have rules around when and where they can livestream and video chat - for instance, in
open, interruptible spaces like living rooms and in the kitchen.

What are some questions and subjects you can connect with your kids about online safety?

https://www.missingkids.org/content/ncmec/en/blog/2019/pre-update/live-streaming-what-you-need-to-know-to-keep-kids-safer.html
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